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ABSTRACT:

Variable Density Riparian Spacing: Palmerston,
Elk, North Memekay, Middle & North Memekay,
Canyon Creeks and Streams of the Sayward
Forest
WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY LIMITED
North Island Timberlands TFL 39
Coast Forest Region / Campbell River Forest
District

Objectives:

Variable density spacing was carried out within the
RRZ’s of a number of streams scattered over a
large area within Block #2 of TFL 39 of
Weyerhaeuser’s North Island Timberlands, in order
to speed up riparian old growth/large stem
development. This would be achieved by
manipulating density and tree species diversity
(both vertical and horizontal, creating improved
riparian habitat for a variety of species, windfirm the
trees, create larger future stem diameters,
predispose stems for larger future coarse woody
debris, provide for increased future instream
complexity, increase or maintain shrub and herb
layers for wildlife forage, overland flow filtering and
nesting habitat.
Red alder would be treated in order to release
understory conifers. Red cedar, as well as food and
medicinal shrubs and herbs would be fostered to
improve 1st. Nations forest values.
Wildlife trees would be created for cavity nesters
and stressed by screefing for increased sapsucker
use.
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Name of Watersheds & Locations:

Palmerston Creek S2 enters the lower Adam River
about 2 km south of it entering Johnston Strait. It is
part of the very large Adam & Eve rivers
watersheds. Lat:50d;23m; Long: 126d;20m.
Elk Creek S2 with its S3 tributary Joan Creek
runs along the North Island Highway about 8-12 km
(the treated areas) west of the Sayward junction. It
joins the Salmon River just north of the Sayward
junction and is, therefore, part of the greater Salmon
River, White River watershed. Lat: 50d; 10m; Long:
125d; 58m.
Canyon Creek S2 with several S2 and S3
tributaries lies about 8km south of the Sayward
highway junction and also enters the Salmon River.
Lat: 50d;14m. Long: 125d; 51m.
The Middle Memekay River lies about 16km south
of the Sayward highway junction and flows north
into the North Memekay River.
Lat: 50d; 03m. Long: 125d; 50m.
The North Memekay River lies about 15km south
of the Sayward junction and also enters the Salmon
River close to, and south of, the Sayward-Campbell
River North Island Highway. Lat: 50d; 06m. Long:
125d; 55m.
Both the North and Middle Memekay are part of the
greater Salmon River-White River watershed.
The Streams of the Sayward Forest S2 & S3 lie
across the divide between two major watersheds:
The Campbell River watershed and the Salmon
River watershed. Fish Creek S2 runs into Brewster
Lake which forms a part of the Campbell River
watershed. Oreo, Spirit, Ruth and  Luna Creeks
all form a part of the Spirit Creek system, which in
turn is a part of the Salmon River watershed. Bell
Creek runs directly into the Salmon River. Camp
Creek  flows first into Swamp Lake and Swamp
Creek which are again part of the Salmon River
watershed.
Lat: 50d; 10m. Long: 125d; 38m.

Introduction:

All of the creeks and rivers are either important
spawning and rearing areas for various anadromous
salmon species and/or for resident and sea-run
trout and char populations. In addition, the riparian
zones  also contain major habitat features for
various large and small mammals, birds,
amphibians, reptiles, arthropods, hyminoptera and
insects. The many different streams treated may be
divided into three main sub-groups: Palmerston
Creek, Elk Creek, the North and Middle Memekay
and the lower portion of Canyon Creek are the
larger S2’s, which have fairly high gradients, get
frequent violent rain event flushes, and, therefore
retain very little large organic debris. Their
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substrates are coarse and less complex. Small fry
has difficulty remaining in these streams for large
parts of the year due to the current forces. The
second group of creeks are the smaller S2’s like
lower Martini Creek and parts of the lower North
Memekay which have a lower gradient and,
therefore, have created more bars, retained more
large organic debris and have more pools and
backwaters for fry habitat. The third group of creeks
are most of the smaller S3’s in the Sayward Forest
and tributaries to Elk, and Canyon Creeks. These
smaller S3’s, while in spite of having variable
gradients, have less flushing power and, therefore,
usually still contain large amounts of organic debris
and have a good mix of instream complexity and fry
habitat.
By far the greatest amount of fish were actually
observed in these smaller S3’s. While the overall
aim of the variable density spacing is to create old
growth characteristics and biodiversity as fast as
possible, the faster flowing S2’s will eventually
require the largest size organic debris input,
because most smaller material is bound to be swept
away during freshets. All RRZ’s, however, also
require habitat maintenance or improvement,
conifer release from under large alder patches and
the maintenance of bank stability.

Project Plans and Prescriptions:

An overview of the North Island portion of Block 2 of
TFL 39 was done previously by Reinhard Muller
with the use of air photos and Licencee inventory
GIS maps in order to single out potential creeks,
rivers and RRZ’s to field check. The process
involved the selection of suitable age classes,
reasonable crew driving and walking access and
safe working terrain. (usually slopes less than 80%
with absent or few old growth remnants). The
selected areas were then field checked and either
prescribed for treatment or rejected. The final
prescriptions were done by a combination of walk-
thrus and statistical plots to determine stand,
stocking, biodiversity, biogeoclimatic and habitat
parameters. Stands along the various RRZ’s varied
in initial riparian zone stand densities from as low as
1200 s/ha Overstory (2150 s/ha OS & US
inventory),  and a BA (basal area) of 36 square
meters/ha to as high as an OS of 1911 s/ha (4600
s/ha inventory) and 74 square meters of Basal Area.
Average stand densities were probably more in the
1500 to 3000 s/ha range with BA’s of around 45.
Stands along many of the Sayward streams, Joan
Creek, Upper Palmerston Creek, portions of the
Canyon Creek tributaries, most of the Middle
Memekay and portions of the North Memekay still
contained ample herb and shrub layers. These herb
and shrub layers need light, in order to prevent

being shaded out during stand development. Much
of the lower Palmerston, Elk Creek, portions of the
Sayward streams and most of the North Memekay
already had tall dense overstory stands with fewer
or no shrubs and herbs below. These would have to
be re-surrected by wider variable density spacing.
The RRZ’s along most of the streams in the
Sayward Forest stood out by containing the most
diverse species combinations and particularly a
good portion of co-dominant, suppressed and
understory Western red Cedar. Other stands, like
much of the North Memekay and some of Elk Creek
contained very little cedar. In all cases, the aim was
to maintain or increase those tree species (whether
conifer or hardwood), that were represented the
least).

Description of Completed Work:

Work started at an S3 tributary of Elk Creek on May
26th.2003 and finished with several Sayward Forest
re-works on November 14th. 2003. The crew was a
First Nations crew from C&B Silviculture. The work
went fairly well with most of the stated objectives of
biodiversity creation, habitat and spacing numbers
being achieved. The crew did re-work to reduce
stems/ha further, clean minor falling debris from
streams, reduce some understory Cw numbers and
to eliminate some corridors, which had been left too
close together. Because of the relatively large size
and age of some of the stands, some of the slash
accumulations are heavy and will impede the
movement of smaller ungulates for some years.
Deer and elk can, however, still use the unspaced
corridors provided, as well as the limited treatment
zones along the bank and, in other areas, between
the heavier accumulations. Reducing slash loads
further through bucking, would have increased
overall per hectare costs to unacceptable levels.
The slash accumulations are expected to become
preferred habitat for marten, squirrels, other small
mammals and many small passerine birds,
amphibians and bugs.
Final Stem densities and Basal Atreas (BA) on the
various areas are as follows:
Elk Creek:
OS: 363 s/ha Inventory: 425 s/ha; BA 28 sq.m.
Palmerston Creek:
OS: 347 s/ha  Inventory: 500 s/ha; BA: 10 sq.m.
Upper North Memekay River:
OS: 431 s/ha  Inventory: 562 s/ha;  BA 24 Middle &
North Memekay Rivers:
OS: 450 s/ha Inventory: 675 s/ha
North Memekay Amendment:
OS: 325 s/ha Inventory: 325 s/ha;  BA 24
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Canyon Creek:
OS: 364 s/ha  Inventory: 455 s/ha; BA 20.5
Streams of the Sayward Forest:
OS: 361 s/ha Inventory: 693 s/ha; BA 19.4

Cost Summary:

Treated area was 94.1 ha.  Total project cost was
$308,276.84.

Post Treatment Maintenance & Treatment
Effectiveness Evaluation:

Any treatment of this nature is long term and while
some of the results such as BA, stem reduction,
increased sapsucker use on screefed alder and
production of coarse woody debris may be
observed immediately, most long term goals will
only be measured by the present installation of
some permanent sampling plots with re-
measurement planned every 10 years in the future.
Because of the variability of the stands, such plots
should at least cover some of the stands with
understory Cw release, some alder patches which
were treated to release conifers, some of the trees
which were screefed to monitor future sapsucker
and cavity nesting activity, likely areas of ungulate
use of shelter and forage, future LOD input into the
stream and understory shrub and herbaceous
development below different overstory conifer
canopies.

Photographs:

Photo 2: Canyon Creek – Note how trees were
felled directionally away from the boundary and
mainline road in the background.

Photo 3:  Elk Creek – Note how fallers felled
away from wet spots and a small creek flowing
through a skunk cabbage site.
Photo 1: Pretreatment – dense RRZ in the
Sayward.
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